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CHARACTERISTICS OF A C-54D AIRPLANE 
By Donald B. Talmage and John P. Reeder 
SUMMARY 
The flying ~ualities of a C-54D airplane were measured as a preliminary 
to an investigation to determine whether the flying-qualities re~uirements 
needed to be revised or amended in view of the present problem of blind 
approaches and landings with modern large airplanes. This paper presents 
the lateral and directional stability and control characteristics of the test 
airplane. 
The directional stability and control characteristics met all the 
requi r ements and wer e considered good. The lateral stability characteristics 
wer e satisfactory. The aileron effectiveness pb/2V with full aileron 
deflection was slightly less than the specified minimum of 0.07 in left 
rolls. Because of an asymmetry that may be peculiar to the particular 
o 
airplane, approximately 3~ left aileron was re~uired for trim; however, 
had the airplane trimmed with the ailerons neutral, the value of pb/2V 
would have b een 0.076 in the clean condition and 0.069 in the flaps and 
gear-down conditi on. The aileron control forces to obtain the 
maximum pb/2V exc eeded 80 pounds above 175 miles per hour . 
The fri ction in the aileron control system prevented the ailerons from 
returning to their trim positions when the control wheel was released in the 
tests for the dynamic lateral stability. 
Several special tests were run at the re~uest of the Airplane Handling 
Qualities Subcommittee of the Air Transport Association. The results of 
these tests show that: 
1. The pitch due to yawing velocity and sideslip in skid turns was not 
sufficient to cause any appreciable loss in altitude. 
2 . An asymmetric load condition e~uivalent to an empty outboard tank 
re~uired approximately 40 percent of full aileron deflection for latera 
balance at 120 miles per hour but sufficient aileron deflection remained to 
fly the airplane saf ely. 
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3 . The length of time to reach a dangerous attitude after the power 
of the most critical engine is lost during take-off or wave-off is long 
enough to allow the pilot to apply corrective action and recover. 
INTRODUCTION 
In connect ion with a study of the airline problem concerning instrument 
flying and blind landings in large airplanes, handling-qualities investi-
gations were made of a Douglas C-54D, the military cargo version of the 
commercial DC-4 Skyma.ster. The tests were conducted at the Langley 
Aeronautical Laboratory, Langley Field, Va. in the latter part of 1946 and 
in the early part of 1947. Reference 1 di scusses the blind-approach tests 
and shows that no new flying techniQues were used and that the present 
handling-qualities requirements do not need additions or revisions in view 
of the necessity of performing such precision flying. Reference 2 discusses 
the particularly troublesome effects of excessive friction in the control 
system. This paper presents the results of the tests of the lateral and 
directional stability and control characteristics. The longitudinal stability 
and control characteristics and the stalling characteristics will be presented 
in subsequent papers. 
D ESCRIP TION OF AIRPLANE 
The C-54D tested was a four-engine, low-wing monoplane with retractable 
tricycle landing gear, steerable nose wheel, and single slotted flaps. The 
control surfaces were fabric covered and the remainder of the airplane was 
metal covered . The elevator and the rudder had plain, round-nose overhanging 
balance and the ailerons had Frise type balance. The right aileron and the 
elevators had trim tabs and the rudder had a combination spring and trim tab. 
The tests were made at a take-off weight of approximately 54,000 pounds and a 
center-of-gravity posi tion of about 17 percent mean aerodynamic chord with 
wheels up . General specifications f or the airplane are given in table I. 
Several photographs of the test airplane are shown as figure 1. The 
variations of the pilot 's control position with control-eurface angle for 
the elevator, aileron, and rudder are shown in figure 2 . The characteristics 
of the rudder spring tab (or flying tab) are presented in figure 3; the ratio 
between rudder-pedal position and tab position with the rudder fixed could 
not be measured accurately because of stretch in the control system. It 
was estimated , however, that the pedal moved 0.02 inch per degree movement 
of the tab . The investigation was conducted with the automatic-pilot servo-
units installed. In this condition, the friction in the control systems 
was ±15 pounds for the elevator , ±12 pounds for the ailerons, and ±30 pounds 
for the r udder as measured in flight. The servo-units were responsible for 
about ± 10 'pounds friction in each c ontrol system. The effects of this 
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INSTRUMENTATION 
The test data were recorded by the standard NACA continuous recording 
photographic instruments. The following is a list of the quantities 
measured and the NACA instrument recording each quantity: 
Measured quantity NACA instrument 
Elevator, rudder, and aileron Electrical control-position 
control-surface position and recorder 
tab position; aileron wheel 
pOSition 
Elevator control column and Mechanical control-position 
rudder-pedal position r@c'order 
Normal, transverse, and longi- Sensitive normal air-damped 




Rolling, pitching, and yawing Electrical gyro-recording turn 
velocities meters 
Sideslip angle Selsyn-motor sideslip-angle 
recorder and :Lndicator 
Angle of bank Air-damped pendulum-type recording 
inclinometer 
Control forces Strain-gage-type force recorders 
Airspeed and altitude Pressure-cell-type pressure 
recorders with static orifices 
on a free swiveling head mounted 
.. on a boom 1 chord length ahead 
of the left wing tip and a sensi-
tive airspeed indicator 
--
Free-air temperature Electrical resistance bulb thermom-
eter and indicator 
Position with respect to runway 35~mm camera in the nose 
Time Timer (synchronizing all records) 
• 
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The electrical control-position transmitters were the slide-wire 
r esistance-type and were mounted within the structure and connected to the 
elevator and rudder bell cranks and the aileron push-pull tubes ani the 
aileron control wheel . The mechanical position recorders were connected 
to the copilot ' s control column and right rudder pedal. 
The acceleromet ers and turn meters were mounted in the main cargo 
section~ close to the center of gravity. 
The sideslip angle was measured by a vane mounted on a boom 1 chord 
length ahead of the right wing tip . Previous tests have indicated that 
the spanwise flow at that point is negligible and therefore no corrections 
were a pplied . 
The pilot ' s control wheel was removed and replaced by a special control 
wheel incorporating electrical strain gages installed to measure push and 
pull forces and circumferentially a pplied forces . The special wheel had a 
diameter of l3t inches, while the normal wheel had a diameter of 14 inches. 
No correct ions were applied to the data presented due to the difference in 
wheel sizes ~ but the aileron control force for a standard wheel may be 
calc~lated by multiplying the forces presented by a factor of 0.946. The 
rudder- pedal force was measured by electrical strain-gage units attached 
to the pilot ' s pedals . 
The calibrated airspeed given herein is that which would c orrespond 
to the reading 0 a standard Army-Navy airspeed indicator c onnected to a 
pi tot-stat ic head free from position error and i s equal to the true airspeed 
at standard sea-level conditions. The calibrated airspeed is defined as 
follows: 
where 
fo compressibility factor dependent on qc /po 
impact pressure (difference between total pressure and free-stream 
static pressure ) 
free- stream stat i c pressure for standard sea- level conditions 
The f ree-stream static pressure was measured by a free- swiveling static 
head mounted on a boom 1 chord length ahead of and slightly below the left 
wing tip . The static head was cal i brated by means of a trailin~ airspeed 
I 
" 
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head . The total head was ·measured by a shielded total-head pressure tube 
located on the airspeed boom behind the static pressure head. 
T EST S~ RES U L T S~ AND D I C U S S ION 
The results are discussed according to the specifications set forth 
in reference 3. 
DYNAMIC LATERAL AND DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 
The lateral and directional short-period oscillations were investi-
gated by abruptly deflecting and releasing the rudder and the ailerons 
separately while leaving the other controls free at several different 
speeds. Figure 4 shows time histories of typical rudder kicks and releases 
at a low speed and at a high speed and figure 5 shows similar time histories 
for the ailerons. The rudder did not return immediately to trim but came 
back gradually; however~ it did not oscillate. The slow return of the 
rudder was due to its tendency to float with the relative wind . The 
directional oscillation as indicated by the sideslip angle was damped to 
less than 1/2 amplitude in one cycle. The ailerons did not return 
completely to the trim position due to the friction in the control system~ 
but they did not oscillate . The airplane continued to roll slowly due to 
the displaced aileron. 
STATIC LATERAL AND DIRECTIONAL STABILTIY 
Adverse Aileron Yaw and Rudder to Overcome Adverse Aileron Yaw 
The adverse aileron yaw (sideslip due to aileron deflection and 
rolling velocity) and the amount of rudder to overcome the adverse yaw 
were measured in rolls out of 450 banked turns in the clean condition at 
about 150 miles per hour and the approach condition (flaps· 200~ gear 
down) at approximately 135 miles per hour. The approach condition was 
used rather than the full-flap~ gear-down condition because it duplicated 
the condition used by the airlines during the approach where most 
maneuvering is done. The adverse aileron yaw was evaluated for rudder-
fixed roll-outs ~ and figure 6 shows the maximum change in sideslip due to 
varyin amounts of aileron deflection . The maximum sideslip angles 
attained with full aileron deflection was about 100 in the clean condition 
and about 80 for the approach c ondition . 
A measure of the rudder control to overcome the yaw due to the ailerons 
was obtained by using several amounts of rudder deflection during the rolls 
out of turns . Time histories of rolls out of turns using varying amounts 
J 
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of rudder are given in figures 7 and 8. The rudder was sufficiently 
powerful to produce yawing velocity in the opposite direction without 
using full rudder deflection. About 100 pounds pedal force was re~uired 
to offset the aileron yaw and therefore the re~uirements were met. 
Sideslip Characteristics 
The characteristics of the airplane in sideslip were measured in 
straight, steady sideslips in various flight conditions. Records were 
taken of the aileron, elevator, and rudder deflections and control forces, 
the angle of bank, and the angle of sideslip. Figures 9 through 13 show 
the results of these sideslips. 
Directional stability.- The control-fixed static directional stability 
as shown by the variation of rudder deflection with sideslip angle was 
positive in all condit ions (left rudder deflection was re~uired for right 
sideslip and right rudder, for left sideslip). The sideslip angle was 
always proportional to the rudder deflection and therefore the re~uirements 
were met. 
The control- free directional stability as shown by the variation of 
rudder- pedal force with sideslip was positive in all conditions (the 
forces were such as to tend to r eturn the rudder to its trim position). 
The characteristics of the r udder-epring- tab system were the determining 
factors in the shape of the rudder-force curves and conse~uently the 
rudder force was not proportional to the sideslip angle up to the 
specified l~o . Although there were instances (figs. 9(a), 10(a), and 10(b)) 
in which the rudder force began to lighten at high deflections, the tendency 
was slight . 
Dihedral effect .- The control-fixed dihedral effect as evidenced by 
the slope of the curve of the variation of total aileron angle with side-
slip angle was posit ive in all conditions at all speeds . The airplane had 
a geometric dihedral angle of 70 and in the clean condition power of~the 
effective dihedral angle was 4 .~ throughout the speed range. The effective 
dihedral was slightly less for the power-on condition and less still with 
the flaps full down but never reached zero. With the flaps full down, the 
effective dihedral decreased somewhat at higher angles of sideslip . 
The control- free dihedra l effect as shown by the variation of aileron 
force with sideslip angle was positive in the flap-up cases at all speeds. 
In the cases with the flap part ially and fully down, the aileron control 
forces were all within the range of friction and, therefore, although the 
data show that at low speeds the a ileron forces became less at greater 
angles of sideslip and, in one case (fig . ll(a)), reversed, the apparent 
reversing tendency may be caused by the effect of the friction f orce on 
the measurements . However, mild r eversing of aileron control force at 
high sideslip angles was not considered dangerous as far as the handling 
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~ualities of the airplane were concerned. No tests we~e made of the 
sideslip characteristics with the reduced control friction reported in 
reference 2. 
7 
~itch due to sideslip.- The pitching moment due to sideslip with the 
control fixed as shown by the variation of elevator angle with sideslip 
was slight in all conditions and always in the nose-down direct i on. The 
elevator control forces incr eased at higher angles of sideslip but were 
not objectionable to the pilot . 
Special tests were made to determine the ability of the pilot to 
hold altitude while making wing- level skid turns. This maneuver was 
sugge sted as the manner of changing heading on blind a pproaches when the 
altitude is so low that the pilot would need to be cautious not to strike 
the ground with a wing tip. In such a maneuver, any unnotice d pitching 
could cause an undesirable loss in altitude. Figure 14 presents time 
histories of several skid turns in different conditions with the altitude 
controlled and with the altitude uncontrolled. With the altitude 
uncontrolled, the airplane lost altitude only in right turns. In left 
turns altitude was gained i n a few cases as shown in figure 14(c) but in no 
instance was any loss in altitude found. This pitching tendency was not 
noticeable for changes of heading of 50 and less. Conse~uently, figure 14 
pr esents only changes of heading of 100 • Since the main consideration of 
the tests was loss in altitude, records were taken of left-skid turns in 
only one condition. The tendency to pitch down in right turns and up in 
left turns can be traced to the gyroscopic action of the propellers. 
Side- force characteristics .- The side force as shown by the variation 
of the angle of bank with sideslip angle was positive in all conditions 
throughout the speed range . Therefore, the re~uirement was fulfilled. 
AsymmetriC Load Tests 
SpeCial tests were made at the re~uest of the Airplane Handling Qualities 
Subcommittee of the Air Transport Association to determine the feasibility 
of take-offs and landings with one outboard tank empty. Steady Sideslips, 
t he data for which are presented in figure 15, were made at several speeds 
in the clean conditions with the right wing- tip tank empty. The only 
disadvantage found was the restricted aileron travel in the right 
direction due to the amount of aileron necessary to balance the asymmetric 
load . The aileron t ravel, however, was not limited to such an extent that 
balancing at large angles df sideslip was impossible. Approximately 
40 percent of full aileron deflection was re~uired for lateral trim at 
120 miles per hour . The restricted aileron t ravel would result in limited 
pb/2V in the direct ion of the light wing, but since the remaining travel is 
still within the limits normally called for in blind approaches (reference 1) , 
ferrying flights could be made with one outboard tank empty without undue 
risk . 
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Rudder-Free, As ymmetric Power Characteristics 
The rudder-free, asymmetric power test s in the cruising condition are 
discussed in the section "Uncontrollable attitude changes due to asymmetric 
power ." 
Rolling Moment Due t o Sideslip 
The rolling moment due to sideslip is discussed in the section "Lateral 
control power." 
LATERAL AND DIRECTIONAL CONTROL 
Directional Trim 
The directional- trim characteristics were measured in steady straight 
flight . These char acteristics are presented in figure 16 . The requirement 
that the r udder control shall give sufficient directional control to trim 
the a irplane in steady level flight at all speeds in all conditions was 
satisfied . 
Direct ional Control Take-Offs and Landings 
No tests wer e made of crosswind take-offs and landings. The airplane 
was easily cont rollable on the ground wi th the steerable nose wheel which 
is oper ated through a power boost system and it i s felt that the directional 
control i s sufficient t o meet the r equirement without exceeding 180 pounds 
pedal force. 
Asymmetric Power Operation 
Uncontrolled attitude change s due to asymmet ric power. - At the request 
of the Airplane Handling Qualities Subcommittee of the Air Transport 
Associat ion spec ial tests were run to determine the time it would take to 
reach a dangerous attitude if no corrective control were applied upon the 
complete loss of power of the most critical engine . Records wer e taken of 
the a irplane motions and the control angles and forces during the simulated 
loss of number 1 engine (left outboard). Time histories of these maneuvers 
in both the take-off and wave-off condition with and without corr ective 
control are pr esented in figures 17 and 18. The angle of bank presented 
was obtained from an integration of t he r ecord of the roll ing velocity . 
The s i desl i p angle remained small throughout the maneuver and c onsequently 
the rapid devi at ion from the str a ight and level fl i ght path associated with 
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attitude was about 7 seconds in the take-off condition and longer in the 
wave-off condition . It is felt that 7 seconds is suffic i ent time for the 
pilot to cope with the emer gency and be able to r ecover with ease . 
A r ecord was ~lso taken in the cruising condition (Clean, power f or 
level flight at the speed for maximum r ange ) to determine the unc ontr olled 
motions of the airplane . A time hi story of the motions of the airpl ane is 
presented in figure 19. The rolling moment can easily be counteracted by 
the ailerons and the yawing moment is ~uite small . Therefor e, the airplane 
could be balanced in straight flight with rudder free by banking and 
sideslipping. 
Directional control power .- Tests were made in simulated asymmetric 
power conditions to determine the minimum speed at which the airplane could 
still fly with zero sideslip. These tests were made in the take-off and 
wave-off conditions with the most cr itical engine (no. 1 ) idling and the 
remaining three engines del ivering full take-off power . Spot recor ds were 
taken in steady straight flight at decreasing airspeed until the full 
rudder control was used . The directional characteristics during the 
asymmetric power operation in the take-off and the wave-off conditions are 
presented in figure 20 . The speeds at which the rudder pedals reached 
their stops were 109 miles per hour in the wave-off condition and 115 miles 
per hour in the take-off condition . The stall in speeds with power off 
were 87 and 96 miles per hour, respectively, at approximately 54 , 000 pounds 
and would be higher with the normal gross load . In the take-off condition , 
then, the re~uirement that the rudder be able to hold zero sideslip at all 
speeds above 1 . 2 times the stalling speed wit h power off is met . In the 
wave-off condition, the lowest speed reached was 5 miles per hour higher 
than 1 . 2 times the stalling speed with power off, but there is no re~uire­
ment for this condition even though it is usually a more critical condition . 
The rudder forces in the take-off condition were 185 pounds at the 
lowest speed and 165 pounds at the lowest speed in the wave-off condition . 
Therefore, the C-54D is marginal in meeting the re~uirements for rudder 
forces in the take-off condition with the most critical engine idling while 
the remaining engines deliver take-off power . 
Lateral control power .- The lateral control power was sufficient to 
balance the airplane laterally j n the foregoing conditions without exceeding 
32 pounds of force applied tangentially to the wheel . Therefore , the 
lateral re~uirement that the ailerons should be capable of balancing the 
a i rplane during asymmetric power oper at on without exceeding 80 pounds 
wheel force was easily met . 
Latera.l and directional trim devices. - The ability of the trim tabs t o 
trim the forces to zero throughout the speed range in the cruising condition 
(clean, power for level flight at speed for maximum range) with number 1 
engine idling is presented in figure 21 . The trim tabs are suffi ciently 
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powerful t o trim the cont rol forces to zero down to a speed of 116 miles 
per hour with one engine idling. The condition with both number 1 and 
number 2 engines idling was not tested. However, since number 2 engine 
would produce less yawing moment than number 1 with equal power, to trim 
the a i rplane directionally with both number 1 and number 2 engines idling 
would require less than twice the t ab deflection. From figure 21 the 
lowest speed at which t wice the rudder tab deflection would be obtained 
without exceeding the maximum t ab deflect i on available would be approx-
imately 1 40 miles per hour. 
Rudder to Overcome Adverse Aileron Yaw 
The rudder required to over c ome the adverse aileron yaw was measured 
in rolls out of turns and is di scussed in the section "Adverse Aileron 
Yaw and Rudder to Overcome Adverse Aileron Yaw." . 
Aileron Control Power 
The power of the ailerons was tested by making abrupt rolls from 
straight flight with the rudder held in its trim position. Time histories 
of typical aileron rolls are presented in figure 22. 
Rolling acce l eration.- The time histories show that the rolling 
acceleration is in the correct direction and that the peak rolling 
acceleration occurs less than 0. 3 second after the maximum aileron 
deflect i on is reached . Theref ore, the requirements are satisfied. 
Aileron effectiveness .- The aileron-effectiveness factor pb/2V and 
aileron- force variations wit h change in aileron angle are shown in 
figure 23 . At any given speed the rolling velocity is directly propor-
tional t o the aileron-effectiveness factor. The rolling velocity, there-
fore, varied smoothly with aileron deflection and was proportional to the 
aileron deflect ion. 
This airplane trimmed in steady flight with a pproximately 3~0 left 
2 
aileron in most conditions . This was apparently due to some t wist in the 
wing and would not be representative of all C-54 airplanes. Since the 
total aileron angle was r estricted to 260 left and .right, there was a 
greater change in total a ileron angle available to the right than to the 
left . Consequently, with full a ileron a greater pb/2V was measured to 
the right than to the left. The maximum pb/2V available to the left 
was 0 . 065 in the clean condition , 0.059 in the flaps full-down condition 
if extrapolated to full a ileron deflect ion. The requirement that a 
minimum pb/2V of 0.07 be available is not satisfied. Had the airplane 
trimmed with the a ileron in neutral the value of pb/2V would have been 
0.076 in the clean condition and 0 . 069 in the approach condition. 
.. 
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The aileron control forces to obtain the maximum pb/2V of 0.065 in 
the clean condition was in excess of 80 pounds above speeds 175 miles per 
hour. In the flaps-down, gear-down condition, the wheel force to obtain 
the maximum pb/2V exceeded 80 pounds at all test speeds except the lowest 
(100 miles per hOur). Figure 24 shows the maximum pb / 2V available at 
various speeds without exceeding 80 pounds wheel force in both the clean 
ani the flaps-down, geaI'-down conditions. In the flaps-<iown, gear-<iown 
condition, a pb/2V in excess of 0.05 is available at all speeds below 
140 miles per hour. Therefore, the requirement that the ailerons given 
a pb/2V of at least 0.05 at speeds of 1.1 to 1.5 Vs in the landing 
condition is satisfied. 
Rolling moment due to sideslip.- The time histories of typical rudder-
fixed aileron rolls presented in figure 22 show that the rolling velocity 
did not reverse, an~therefore, the requirement is satisfied. 
LATERAL AND DIRECTIONAL TRIM DEVICES 
The lateral and directional trim tabs were sufficiently powerful to 
trim the control forces to zero throughout the speed ranges in steady 
straight flight with all four engines operating. The trim tabs retained 
their setting indefinitely and therefore the requirements were met. 
CON C L U S ION S 
1. The C-54D test airplane met all the military requirement for 
lateral and directional stability and c ontrol except as follows: 
(a) The aileron~when deflected and released, did not completely 
return to the trim position due to the friction in the system and the air-
plane continued to roll. 
(b) The rudder forces for trim in the take-off configuration with 
number 1 engine idling were only slightly less than the required value 
of 180 pounds at the lowest speed. 
(c) The aileron effectiveness pb/2V with full aileron deflection 
was slightly less than the specified minimum of 0.07 in left rolls. 
o 
Approximately 3~ left aileron was used for trim because of some minor 
asymmetry in the airplane which may be peculiar to the particular air-
plane. If the airplane had trimmed with neutral ailerons, the value 
of pb/2V would have been 0.076 in the clean condition and 0.069 in the 
flaps and gear-down condi tion. 
(d) The aileron control forces to obtain the maximum pb/2V exceeded 
80 pounds above 175 miles per hour. 
2. If the altitude were uncontrolled, losses in altitude in skid 
turns were negligible unless large and abrupt right heading changes of the 
order of 100 were made. Even in this maneuver, the altitude losses 
encountered could be easily controlled. 
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3 . An em~ty outboard tank required approximately 40 per cent full aileron 
deflection in the cl ean c ondi tion at 120 miles per hour to balance the 
asymmetric load but did not make flight dangerous . 
4. The time to reach a dangerous attitude, when the power on the most 
criti cal engine i s lost on take-off or waye-off, was long enough to allow 
the pilot to apply c orrect iYe action. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National AdYi sory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Air Force Base, Va . 
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TABLE I 
DIMENSIONS OF TEST AIRPLANE 
General: 
Span, ft • • 
Length (over all), .ft 
Height, ft . . • • 
Wing: 
Chord at root (NACA 23016), .ft 
Chord at tip (NACA .23012), ft 
Incidence at theoretical root, deg . 
Incidence at theoretical tip, deg 
Dihedral (measured at wing reference 
Sweepback at 30 percent chord, deg . 
Horizontal stabilizer: 
Span, ft . . • 




Height, ft . • 
Maximum chord, .ft 
Fuselage: 
Width, ft . . . • • • • 
Height, ft . 
Area: 
Wings (less ailerons), s~ ft 
Ailerons (including tab), s~ ft 
Aileron trim tab, s~ ft 
. . . . 
plane), de g . . . 
Wing flaps, s~ ft . • • • . . •••• 
Gross horizontal tail surface, s~ ft •..••.•• 
Elevators (aft of hinge line and including tabs), s~ ft 
Elevator trim tab, s~ ft ....•.••..• 
Gross vertical tail surface, s~ ft .•..••• 
Rudder (aft of hinge line and including tab), sq .ft 
Rudder s pring and trim tab, s~ ft ....••. • 
Ailerons: 
Up, deg .....•• 
Down, deg • . • • • • . 
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TABLE I - Concluded 






Left, deg . 
Elevator trim tab : 
Up, deg .. 
Down, deg ... 
Rudder tab (rudder neutral): 
Ri ght, deg ...• 
Left, deg . . . . . . • . . 
Aileron trim tab: 
Up, deg • 
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Figure 3.- Characterist i cs of the r udder spring t ab with no load on the 
t ab . C-54D airpla.ne . Rudder fixed at neutral . 
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(a) 120 miles per hour. 
Figure 4.- Time history of a rudder kick and release. Airplane condition, 
cleanj normal rated powerj C-54D airplane. 
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Figure 4.- Concluded . 
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Figure 5.- Time history of an aileron deflect ion and release. Airplane 
condit ion~ clean; power for level flight. C-54D airplane. 
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Figure 5.- Concluded. 
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Figure 6.- Variation of the maximum change in sideslip angle with change 
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Figure 7.- Time histories of rolls out of 450 banked turns. Clean 
condition; power for level flight ; C-54D airplane. 
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Figure 8.- Time histories of rolls out of 450 banked turns. Flaps down; 
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(a) 120 miles per hour. 
Figure 9.- Sideslip characteristics. C-54D airplane; clean condition; 
normal rat ed power. 
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(b) 150 miles per hour. 
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Figure 10.- Sideslip characteristics. C- 54D airplane; flaps and gear up ; 
power off. 
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Figure 10.- Continued . 
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Figure 11.- SiQeslip characteristics. C-54D airplane ; flaps 20°; gear 
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(b) 140 miles per hour. 
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Figure 12.- Sideslip characteristics. e-54D airplane; flaps and gear 
down; normal rated power. 
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(a) 100 miles per hour. 
Figure 13.- Sideslip oharacteristics. C-S4D airplane; flaps and gear 
down; power off. 
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Figure l3.- Concluded. 
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(h) Approach condition; flaps 200 ; gear down; power for level flight; 
altitude controlled; left turn; 140 miles per hour. 
Figure 14.- Continued. 
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level flight j altitude controlledj right turnj 120 miles per hour. 
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F igure 15.- Sideslip characteris t ics with asymmetric load. 
C- 54D airplane ; cl ean condi t ion; normal rated power ; right 
wing- t i p gas tank empt y. 
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(b) 150 miles per hour. 
Figure 15.- Continued. 
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Figure 15 .- Continued . 
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(d) 225 miles per hour. 
Figure 15.- Concluded. 
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( a ) Clean condition, normal rated power . 
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(c) Wave-off conditionj flaps full down; gear downj normal rated power. 
Figure 16.- Continued. 
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(d ) Landi ng condition; flaps full down; gear down; power off. 
Figure 16.- Continued . 
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( e ) Approach condition; flaps 200 ; gear down; power 20 in. Hg, 2550 rpm. 
Figure 16.- Concluded. 
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(a) No corrective cont rol appl ied . 
Figure 17.- Time hi stories of airplane motions during a wave-off in which 
No . 1 engine fails as power is applied. C-54D airplane; flaps full I 
down; gear down; power initially off, but increased to 45 in. Hg 
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(a) No corrective control applied. No.1 engine fails at 0.7 second. 
71 
Figure 18.- T11Ile histories of airplane motions during a simulated take-
off in which No. 1 engine fails. e-54D airplane; flaps 200 ; gear 
down; power 43 in. Hg; 2550 rpm; No. 1 engine cut to idling. 
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(b) Corrective control applied. No. 1 engine fails a~ 0.8 second. 
Figure 18.- Concluded. 
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Figure 19.- Time history of airplane motions after loss of power on 
No. 1 engine in the cruise condition. C-54D airplane; clean power 
for level flight before No. 1 engine cut to idling at start of record; 
corrective control started at 10.5 seconds. 
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(a) Wave-off from final approach condition; flaps full down; gear down; 
No. 1 engine idling; No.2, 3, and 4 engines 45 in . fig; 2550 r pm. 
Trimmed for symmetrical power in approach condition. 
Figure 20 .- Lateral and longitudi nal trim characteristics with asymmetric 
power. C-54D a irplane . 
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(b) Take-off condition; flaps 200 ; gear down; No. l engine idling; No.2, 
3, and 4 engines 45 in. Hg; 2550 rpm. Trimmed for symmetrical power 
in take-off condition. 
Figure 20.- Concluded. 
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Figure 21 .- Later al and l ongi t udinal trim characteristics with asymmetric 
power ; trim with t rim t abs ; C-54D a i rplane . Clean condition; power; 
No . 1 engine i dling; No .2, 3, and 4 normal rated power . 
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Figure 22.- Time histories of rudder fixed aileron rolls. C-54D airplane; 
c l e an condition; power for level flight; 120 miles per hour. 
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(a) Clean condition; power for level flight. 
Figure 23 .- Variation of aileron wheel force and aileron effectiveness 
parameter with change in total aileron angle at various speeds. 
C-54D airplane. 
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(b ) Flaps and gear down; power f or level f l ight . 
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(a) Clean conditionj power for level flight. 
Figure 24.- Variation of maximum pb/2V available without exceeding 
80 pounds of wheel force with indicated airspeed. C-54D airplane. 
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(b) Flaps and gear full down; power for level flight. 
Figure 24.- Concluded. 
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